FORM FOR BIDS SUBMITTED IN WRITING AND BY TELEPHONE
I, the undersigned,
Nome

Surname

City

Postal code

Street

Mobile

E-mail

Telephone

Fax

Tax code

Birthplace

Identity card/Passport n.

Issued by

Date of issue

by signing this form, I hereby declare that I have read and that I accept the Terms and Conditions of Sale published in the auction catalogue of Il Ponte
- Casa d’Aste Srl and related to auction no. .................. to be held on ........................., and I request (mark the relevant option)
□ (A) to place the following maximum bids for the purchase of the lots listed below, as I am unable to be present at the auction

□ (B) to be contacted by Il Ponte - Casa d’Aste Srl - at the phone numbers which I provided above - at the moment that the lots described as follows
will be offered for sale - in order to make one or more telephone bids. If, for any reason, including technical reasons, Il Ponte - Casa d'Aste Srl is unable
to contact me by telephone, the auction house will be entitled to bid on my behalf up to a Hammer Price equal to the maximum bid specified (or, failing
that, up to the minimum estimate indicated in the catalogue). I acknowledge and agree to make telephone bids only for lots for which the minimum
estimate indicated in the catalogue is greater than or equal to € 100.00. I acknowledge and agree that the telephone call will be recorded by Il Ponte
- Casa d’Aste Srl.

LOT NO.

LOT DESCRIPTION

MAXIMUM BID (if option B- telephone bid – the

reserve price is implicitly guaranteed)

Signature ...................................................................................................... Date ...................................................................................
The Form must be sent to Il Ponte at least 24 hours before the auction starts - by fax to +39 02.72022083 or by sending an email in pdf format to
info@ponteonline.com (or to the email address of the relevant department).
A copy of the identity card or passport of the auction participant must be attached to this form. If a participant in an auction wishes to submit one or more
bids in writing as the representative of a third party, he must present a proxy signed by the principal with an attached copy of the principal's identity document
and tax code; if the principal is a company, the proxy must be signed by the legal representative thereof or by an agent with signing authority, whose identity
document and tax code must be attached to the proxy. In any case, Il Ponte - Casa d’Aste Srl has the right to prevent the representative from participating in
the auction when, at its sole discretion, it deems that the power of representation has not sufficiently been demonstrated.
In the event a lot is awarded, the Buyer shall pay the Hammer Price of the lot to Il Ponte - Casa d’Aste Srl, which is to say the price at which a lot is awarded
at an auction by the auctioneer, in addition to the buyer's premium of 25% (including VAT) of the Hammer Price.
No written bids will be accepted for an unspecified or unlimited amount for a given lot, nor bids subject “to inspection” as an attached condition, nor bids
for unlimited amounts, nor bids without a specified amount. Bids are accepted only in amounts rounded to the nearest ten. Il Ponte - Casa d'Aste Srl will give
effect only to bids equal to or greater than 80% of the minimum estimate indicated in the catalogue for the lot being sold. Il Ponte - Casa d’Aste Srl, in allowing
participants to raise bids, will take into account both the Reserve Price and the other bids, so as to attempt to award the lot for which a written bid was
submitted at the lowest possible Hammer Price.
Il Ponte - Casa d’Aste Srl is not responsible for any errors made in filling out this form. Before sending the Form to Il Ponte, it is necessary to verify that the
lot description indicated therein corresponds to the object desired for purchase; in particular, it is necessary to verify that the auction catalogue number and
the lot description correspond. In the case of discrepancy between lot number and lot description, Il Ponte - Casa d’Aste Srl will make the bid by referring
exclusively to the lot number.
I specifically approve, pursuant to Article 1341 of the Civil Code, the following clauses of the General Terms Conditions of Sale published in the auction
catalogue of Il Ponte: 1.7 (exclusion of liability for errors or omissions); 1.8 (exclusion of liability for acts or omissions); 1.9 (limitation of liability); 2.9 (bank
references and deposit); 4.8 (exclusion of the right of withdrawal for written offers); 5.8 (exclusion of the right of withdrawal for telephone bids); 7.3
(title retention); 7.4 (right to termination pursuant to Article 1456 of the Civil Code); 8.3 (consequences of failure to collect the lot); 9.1 (transfer of risk);
9.2 (limits to damage compensation); 9.3 (limitation of liability); 10.1 (consequences in the case of a counterfeit); 10.3 (limits to refunds in the case of
counterfeiting).

Signature ...................................................................................................... Date ...................................................................................
Having taken note of the Privacy Policy in accordance with Article 13 of Legislative Decree 196/2003, which is contained in the General Terms Conditions of
Sale published in the catalogue of Il Ponte,
□ I consent

□ I do not consent

to the processing of my personal data in order for Il Ponte to send me, via email and/or ordinary mail, its own promotional communications (including
the newsletter) about auctions or events organized by Il Ponte.

Signature ...................................................................................................... Date ...................................................................................
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